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ENSOULMENT IS A COSMOLOGY. 

IT IS AN INSIDE OUT EMERGENT PROCESS. 

THROUGH MY PERSONAL SOUL STORY 

A TRUTH IS REVEALED. 

PARTICLES OF EXPERIENCE MODEL 

WHAT ARE THE APPLICATIONS  
PERSONALLY AND GLOBALLY ?  

Live your Soul, Experience the Soul of the World 

























Ensoulment is a feminine cosmological perspective that integrates 
personal, interpersonal, collective and cosmic dimensions which allows us 
to connect deeper with our soul and the Soul of the World. Ensoulment 
consist of 24 primary gateways, sacred letters and symbols. Through 
Ensoulment we learn to embody our soul and decipher her symbols, we 
become aware to how our soul’s cosmology is weaving herself inside us 
through “Particles of  Experience”. Every person, every mineral, every 
plant, every living being, animated or not, has a soul that is imprinted 
with their very own unique cosmology. Realizing and living one’s 
cosmology is fundamental to fulfilled, abundant and meaningful 
existence. 
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ADDENDUM



For seven years, beginning in 2007, I underwent a perplexing and tumultuous series 
of events that became the catalyst for my soul revealing herself to me, while at the 
same time stripping away anything that was not her true essence. I later came to call 
this process, ensoulment. The Ensoulment model introduces the deep experiences, 
the vivid visions and clear transmissions that streamed through my psyche and 
culminated in the inception of a profound framework explaining how the universe 
comes into being and how we play a very personal role in it. The final model revealed, 
links our personal soul, with our collective soul, with the Soul of the World through 
“particles of experience”. I found the realizations so compelling for “first time soul 
travelers” that I decided to write about it. 

Who is your soul, what is her language, what are her primary archetypes and why did 
she choose to journey in a human form? Is Ensoulment the same for everyone and 
who is the Soul of the World? Revealing and living your primordial blueprint, your 
soul DNA, is crucial not only to our well being, but to the evolution of our species and 
the cosmos as a whole. Allow yourself to adventure into ensoulment, to taste your 
soul, to decipher her whispers and possibly fulfill your destiny. 

Live your Soul, Experience the Soul of the World



Ensoulment Fundamentals: 
1.  Different aspects of our soul develop through five key phases: 1- waking up 2- soullessness 3- alchemy 4-

ensoulment 5- Soul of the World. 
2. The world is made of one soul, one alive organism that is conscious, energetic and vibrational. That being lives, 

breathes and develops through each one us and in return grants us the abundance vitality and creativity of our 
very own life force. 

3. Our personal soul and the Soul of the World are in a continuous dance that is yearning to reveal to itself what is 
possible for it to become. 

4. Our soul and the Soul of the World interact and grow through “particles of experiences” that both inform and 
feed the unfoldment of events in our lives. 

5. Our world is made intelligent, creative and self knowing “particles of experiences” that generate and inhabit 
vessels in order to heal, develop qualities and create new expression of themselves. 

6. There is a continuous stream of particles that is emanating and to and from the five realms at all times: 1-
primordial 2-essential 3-soulful 4-physical vessels 5- experiential. 

7. The personal soul development of each created being is crucial to the evolution of the entire cosmos and to the 
fulfillment of universe. 

8. Ensoulment model explores what is a soul and how can a person connect with his/her own soul? 
9. How does essence and soulful and physical vessels develop and fertilize the soul of the world. 
10. The integration of dark, painful, unconscious and disowned parts of our reality are crucial for the development of 

our soul and the Soul of the World. 
11. The human soulful development on planet earth has a significant role in the evolution of the entire cosmos. 
12. How do you articulate and develop your personal cosmology and how it impacts the cosmos. 
13. What is the connection between your body and your soul and what can we learn from that about the Soul of the 

World. 
14. How Intimacy, with self, with another, with a collective, with ideas, nature or with the entire universe create new 

pathways for collective soul development. 
15. How do we distinguish between our soul’s needs, desires and wishes vs obsessive impulses, patterns and 

imprinting that have different quality of soul particles. 
16. The importance of archetypes, synchronicity, collective soul to the Soul of the World. 
17. How do habits, programs and patterns serve or delay the evolution of our soul. 
18. What is the relationship between presence, here and now and the Soul of the World? 
19. How does the Soul of the World remember all the experiences that ever differentiated from the primordial field, 

in all places, at all times, through all vessels ? How does the Soul of the World dynamically and organically lives 
and breathes with us and through us?



1) ENSOULMENT IS A COSMOLOGY - In this presentation I introduce a cosmological perspective, 
what is a soul, how does our soul come into being, how does it interact with the Soul of the World to 
create existence in every moment. 

2) INSIDE OUT PROCESS - For mystics, psychologists, innovators, writers, painters, dancers or 
scientists, our visions comes from the inside out. 

3) PERSONAL SOUL STORY - From Beirut- to Tel Aviv- to San Francisco and -Back to Tel Aviv 
personal inquiry meets inner experience to reveal intuitive insights giving temporary relief to my 
biggest life questions. 

4) TRUTH REVEALED- how the universe comes into being how we play a very personal role in it. 

5) PARTICLES OF EXPERIENCE MODEL - Ensoulment links our personal soul, with our collective 
soul, with the Soul of the World through “particles of experience” coded in 24 elements shaping our 
perception of experiences.   

6) APPLICATIONS- ensouled experiences, ensouled encounters, ensouled design, ensouled 
relationships, ensouled organizations, ensouled nations and ensouled world. 

Live your Soul, Experience the Soul of the World 





Natalie Zeituny is a modern mystic, medicine woman, soul whisperer and a conscious 
entrepreneur. She blends rich embodied spiritual practices with 25 years of business 
experience which encompasses information systems engineering, eastern and western 
philosophies, integral evolutionary theories, energy medicine, shamanism, feminine 
wisdom, tantra, yoga, dance, meditation and mindfulness. As the founder of the Conscious 
Business Center, she is currently engaged in the creation of conscious ventures around the 
world. Natalie offers ensoulment lectures, seminars, healing journeys and circles 
worldwide. 
www.nataliezeituny.com 
info@nataliezeituny.com
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